1. Introduction

In this paper, we will describe NYU/CRL QA system for QAC-2 task-1. This is exactly the same system with the one we participated to QAC-1. We will describe the system and compare the evaluation result to the result of QAC-1.

2. NYU/CRL QA system

In this section our QA system and the evaluation result are described.

The NYU/CRL QA system consists of three components.

Question Examination (QE)
Examine the question sentence using question patterns. It creates information like keywords and NE types of the answer, and several kinds of minor information. The sentence is first analyzed by morphological analyzer, JUMAN [JUMAN homepage], and our NE tagger. Words are concatenated if it is a sequence of noun-prefix, nouns and noun-suffix or a NE expression, while the individual words remain (which are used as keyword etc with smaller scores).

Text Retrieval (TR)
Based on keywords, texts that are expected to have answers are retrieved.

Answer Extraction (AE)
Among retrieved texts, answer strings will be searched using the information created by the QE component.

Note that we did NOT use the Mainichi 98 and 99 corpus in the knowledge creation etc by any means for any purpose. In the following description, 'training QA data' means QAC dev data and CRL-QA data which will be explained later. We will describe each component in the following sub sections.

3. Question Examination

The input of this component is the question sentence and the output is the list of keywords, NE types of the answer, and several kinds of minor information. The sentence is first analyzed by morphological analyzer, JUMAN [JUMAN homepage], and our NE tagger. Words are concatenated if it is a sequence of noun-prefix, nouns and noun-suffix or a NE expression, while the individual words remain (which are used as keyword etc with smaller scores).

Then question pattern rules are applied. Some examples are shown in Figure 1 and there are 129 patterns in the working system (however, as there are many 'or's in the pattern, actual number would be very large).

The main purpose of the pattern matching is to find NE type expected by the question. The types can be more than one, as shown by the first two rules. Each MATCH line is matched against each bunsetsu by Perl's pattern matching. NEXTBUNSETSU indicates that the matching proceeds to the next bunsetsu. There are two kinds of patterns. One is to find the NE type directly. The first four patterns are this pattern. For example, if the first pattern matches, NE type 'organization' is proposed. The other type is that the pattern find 'center word' and the NE type is derived by the word. The last two rules in the table is in this type. This is for the questions like 「NTTデータ通信」...
The last rule in Figure 1 is used and extract the word "会社" as the center word. Then the system look up our center word dictionary, which specifies relationship between nouns and its NE types. Using the dictionary, the system finally figures out the expected NE type includes 'COMPANY'. The center word dictionary contains 16,431 entries and was compiled by hand based on Bunrui-Goi-Hyou and corpora.

The rules have several attributes. PRIORITY to define the order of rule application, SCORE to indicate the likelihood of the NE type and GENERALIZATION to specify if the NE type can be generalized using the NE hierarchy.

```
RULE start
RULEID DOKO-ORGANIZATION
MATCH  ^((どこ)|何处)
TYPE   組織名
SCORE  100.0
RULE end

RULE start
RULEID DOKO-LOCATION
MATCH  ^((どこ)|何处|場所)
TYPE   地名
SCORE  100.0
RULE end

RULE start
RULEID KEN-HA-DOKO-PROVINCE
MATCH  (県|州|都道府県)と?は$ NEXTBUNSETSU
MATCH  ^((どこ)|何处)|(か)|です|です|?]
TYPE   都道府県州名 GENERALIZATION 0 PRIORITY 1
SCORE  10000.0
RULE end

RULE start
RULEID NANKASHO-N LOCATION-0
MATCH  何(十|百|千万|億|兆)|何*(か|箇|ヶ|カ|カ)|所 TYPE  場所数
SCORE  1000.0
PRIORITY 1
RULE end

RULE start
RULEID XXX-HA-DOKO
MATCH  [^|にての]|は$ NEXTBUNSETSU
MATCH  ^((どこ)|何处)|(か)|です|です|?]
TYPEOF  HEAD 1 PRIORITY 2
RULE end

RULE start
RULEID XXX-MEI-HA-NANI-PRE
MATCH  (名|名称)は$ NEXTBUNSETSU
MATCH  ^((何|な)|なん)|で|です|?]
TYPEOF  PRE 1 PRIORITY 3
RULE end
```

---

**Figure 1 Question pattern**

Also, in the question examination component, keywords are identified. The keywords are used in both text retrieval and question extraction. Keywords include most kinds of nouns, adjectives, adverbs, verbs and unknown words. The keywords have scores based on POS type, IDF, and if it is center words or not. Keyword expansion is done using synonym dictionary, which contains 46,619 group of words, and the synonym words have relatively lower scores than the original words in the following processing. In the training phase, we figured out that having too many keywords is rather harmful, so the keywords are trimmed based on the score, number of keywords and overlappings to other keywords.

Several minor information is extracted, as well,
which includes the context of interrogative word, the following word of interrogative in order to find suffix of number expressions (for example, “メートル” in “全長は何メートルですか.”), if the question is asking the definition of a word, if the question is asking alias. Such information is used in the various places of the following processing.

4. Text Retrieval

Text retrieval is basically done by something like Boolean search against paragraphs of articles (rather than the articles). In the search, the more kinds of keywords appear in the text, the more score the text gets. Only when the score is the same (i.e. the same number of kinds of keywords appears), the scores prepared in the question examination are used. We found, in the training phase, that there is an optimal number of text used in the following process. The text are deleted based on the number of text retrieved, absolute score difference to the top text, ratio difference to the top text.

5. Answer Extraction

The answers are extracted from the retrieved texts. The sentences in the texts were analyzed fully automatically by JUMAN and our NE taggers in advance. We used two NE taggers. One is Maximum Entropy based NE tagger using IREX's 8 NE definitions, trained by CRL-NE data. The other is rule-based system using 140 NE types, in which the NE dictionaries and rules are created by hand. The NE entities appeared in the previous paragraphs are also used in the answer extraction. The NE hierarchy is designed by our selves [Sekine et. al 02] and available in the Web [ENE hoepage].

The words in the retrieved texts which are tagged as nouns (except some special kinds of nouns), unknown words, NEs and sequence of nouns are taken as answer candidates. The system calculate scores for each candidate based on the distance from keywords, NE type, inclusion of center words, suffix, expression within brackets, if the question is asking alias and similarity of the context to the context in the question. We tried to use distance in terms of dependency, but we figured out the word distance performs better than the dependency distance using the training QA data.

6. Evaluation Result

The QAC-2 task-1 evaluation result of our system compared to our QAC-1 task-1 result is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Answer</th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>MRR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QAC1 task1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QAC2 task1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>0.402</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although there are minor changes in the task, it seems that the level of difficulty of two tasks (QAC1, task 1 and QAC2 task 1) are about the same.
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